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Abstract We demonstrate frequency-comb regeneration from two received unmodulated carriers using
a parametric mixer. For 10 dB optical signal-to-noise ratio of the unmodulated carriers, up to 60 carriers
are generated without linewidth degradation.

Introduction

The coherent receiver in combination with digital
signal processing (DSP) has opened the possibil-
ity to use spectrally efficient modulation formats
such as higher order quadrature amplitude mod-
ulation (QAM). When the number of signalling lev-
els is increased, the requirements on the linewidth
of the transmitter as well as receiver lasers are
also increased1. The self-homodyne (SH) detec-
tion technique2, where an unmodulated copy of
the transmitter carrier is co-propagated through
the transmission fiber and used as a local os-
cillator (LO), has been shown to greatly reduce
the linewidth requirement. The drawback of SH-
detection is that the spectral efficiency (SE) is re-
duced, often by 50 % since the carrier is trans-
mitted in the orthogonal polarization to the sig-
nal. A similar technique is to transmit a frequency
shifted carrier, originating from the transmission
laser. This technique in combination with an
optical phase-locked loop has successfully been
used to detect QAM signals of up to 2048-QAM3.

Optical frequency combs can be used on
the transmitter side to create many wavelength-
division multiplexing (WDM) carriers from a sin-
gle laser source. Recently, the idea of regenerat-
ing an identical frequency comb at the receiver
was suggested4. This technique can be used
to achieve self-homodyne superchannel receivers
while sacrificing a tolerable amount of SE since
only one or two carrier tones are transmitted. For
this purpose, the comb needs to be regenerated
with high fidelity from the carriers which are de-
graded during the transmission.

In this paper, we demonstrate generation of up
to 71 carriers from two noisy center carriers us-
ing a parametric mixer. The use of optical injec-
tion locking (OIL) enables frequency-comb regen-
eration when the received carriers are impaired
by noise. Linewidth measurements confirm that
the generated carriers are not degraded by phase
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Fig. 1: Schematics of a single-source SH superchannel

noise for 15 dB optical-to-signal ratio (OSNR) of
the two input carriers. At 10 dB OSNR, up to 60
carriers can be generated without major linewidth
degradation.

Single-Source Self-Homodyne Superchannel
The general idea of a single-source SH super-
channel is shown in Fig. 1. In the transmitter, a
single laser is used as source to a comb gener-
ator. All carriers are modulated with polarization-
multiplexed (PM) signals of choice, except the two
center tones which are left unmodulated. The sig-
nals and the unmodulated carriers are then com-
bined and transmitted over the link. In the re-
ceiver, the two unmodulated carriers are filtered
out and sent to a second frequency comb. This
comb generates carriers which can be used for
homodyne detection of the whole super-channel
and reduce the complexity of the DSP for higher-
order modulation formats. The carriers must be
regenerated carriers without being degraded by
amplitude or phase noises even though the re-
ceived carrier tones are severely distorted by
noise at the receiver input. In this paper, we
demonstrate that this is possible by using OIL
and a parametric comb (frequency comb gener-
ated by the Kerr effect). It is important to realize
that linewidth preservation in the parametric fre-
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Fig. 2: Experimental setup for evaluation of the comb regeneration performance with regard to the input OSNR. Acronyms are
explained within the text.

quency comb is possible since the two carriers
which seed the parametric frequency comb are
frequency-locked5.

Experimental Setup
The experimental setup shown in Fig. 2 was
implemented in order to analyze the require-
ments for frequency-comb regeneration with high-
fidelity. A laser centered at 1553.3 nm and
linewidth of about 175 kHz fed an electro-optic
comb formed by a Mach-Zehnder modulator and
two phase modulators. As shown in Fig. 3(a),
62 carriers spaced by 25 GHz were generated in
a 20 dB bandwidth. The carriers at 1553.3 nm
and 1553.5 nm were filtered and attenuated be-
fore being injected into an erbium-doped amplifier
(EDFA) which served as noise-loading stage. Af-
ter this EDFA, the carriers were directed to two
different paths by the use of an optical proces-
sor. Apart from splitting the carriers, the optical
processor allowed us to control the power of each
carrier. In each path, an OIL stage removed noise
from the carriers while simultaneously amplifying
them. Then, both carriers were combined be-
fore being injected into a high-power EDFA. Af-
ter the EDFA, the cascade of a highly-nonlinear
fiber (HNLF), single-mode fiber (SMF) and HNLF
allowed the generation of multiple carriers. After
the parametric comb, we filtered out every car-
rier and measured its linewidth. The linewidth was
measured by splitting the carrier in two path with
about 27 km difference. In one path, we included
an acoustic-optic modulator that shifted the fre-
quency by 27 MHz. The two paths were com-
bined and detected by a photodiode. The elec-
trical signal was finally analyzed in an electrical
spectrum analyzer.

Results and Discussion
In order to confirm the importance of the OIL
stage, we show the spectra of the parametric
comb for the cases with and without this stage
in Fig. 3(b). If the OIL stage is not included,
we observed that the generated comb is limited
by the OSNR despite the high OSNR per car-
rier (22 dB) at the input of the comb regeneration

stage. This OSNR degradation is due to two fac-
tors: the noise is amplified in the HNLFs and the
power of the carriers is distributed in order to gen-
erate new carriers. When having the OIL stage,
the parametric comb generated up to 71 carriers
in a 20 dB bandwidth which much higher OSNR
than in the case of not including the OIL stage.
The OSNR of the generated carriers could not be
measured accurately in an optical-spectrum ana-
lyzer due to the low spacing between carriers.

The 3-dB linewidth of the carriers generated
by the parametric comb was measured for two
different input OSNRs, 10 dB and 15 dB, mea-
sured at the input of the com regeneration stage.
Moreover, we also assessed the importance of
the path difference between the two pumps in
the OIL stage in the case of 15 dB OSNR. Our
measurements included the case of path differ-
ence of 2 m, 30 cm and path matched within
mm scale. The linewidth results are shown in
Fig. 3(c) in which the carrier number is counted
taking as reference the laser wavelength. When
the input OSNR is 15 dB and the OIL is path
matched within tens of cm scale, no linewidth
degradation is observed. However, if the path
difference is about 2 m, we can observe that
the carriers are degraded and we could not es-
timate the linewidth beyond about the ±20th car-
riers. When the input OSNR is 10 dB, we can
also observe that the linewidth of the edge car-
riers is degraded and only the linewidth of about
62 carriers could be estimated with this OSNR.
With such low OSNR, the power injected into the
slave lasers must be thoroughly optimized since
it determines the bandwidth of the IL, and there-
fore the phase-noise penalty caused by the am-
plified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. The
small difference between the cases of 10 dB and
15 dB OSNR per carrier can be due to the fact
that at 15 dB OSNR, the OIL stage was not per-
fectly optimized due to the large range of opera-
tion.

It is important to realize that linewidth preserva-
tion indicates that the carriers are frequency and
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Fig. 3: (a) Electro-optic frequency comb with 25 GHz spacing, (b) regenerated parametric frequency comb with 25 GHz spacing
and (c) linewidth of the regenerated frequency comb for different input conditions

phase-locked. If the carriers are not frequency
and phase locked, the linewidth do scale with the
number of tone in a relation between linear and
quadratic5. Therefore, when the linewidth is pre-
served, the regenerated carriers are frequency-
locked to the central carriers in the same way as
in the transmitter comb.

A received OSNR as low as 10 dB would be
sufficient to receive a superchannel consisting of
Nyquist-spaced 25 Gbaud PM-quadrature phase-
shift keying (QPSK) signals, as the theoretical re-
quired OSNR is around 9 dB for a bit error-rate
(BER) of 2×10-2 not accounting for implementa-
tion penalties. Further, the two pilot carriers could
be transmitted with higher launch power than the
data channels if higher OSNR is required in the
frequency-comb regeneration stage. In cases of
higher-order QAM signals for which the proposed
scheme is designed, the required OSNR in the
data channels would be sufficient to regenerate a
frequency comb without linewidth degradation.

In a transmission system, the carriers are in-
fluence by nonlinear crosstalk from the data into
the carriers as well as additive noise. However,
higher-order QAM signals which are expected to
be used in combination with the proposed idea do
not show major tolerance towards signal-carrier
nonlinear crosstalk. Therefore, we do not ex-
pect major penalty from the nonlinear crosstalk in
these cases.

Conclusions
We have demonstrated frequency-comb regener-
ation without linewidth degradation by using an
OIL stage followed by a parametric comb. At
10 dB input OSNR, up to 60 carriers were gen-
erated which might be used as LOs in a single-
source SH superchannel scheme. Only two un-
modulated carriers are necessary for this comb
generation which leads to an spectral overhead
of about 4 %.
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